Synonyms Antonyms Grades 4 8
synonyms and antonyms third and fourth grades - synonyms and antonyms—third and fourth grades a
synonym is a word that means nearly the same as another word. an antonym is a word that means the
opposite of another word. example: quiet and silent are synonyms quiet and talkative are antonyms write a
word that is a synonym for the given word. if you cannot think of a synonym, consult a reference synonyms
and antonyms 9 -12 grades - softschools - synonyms and antonyms—9th-12th grades synonyms mean
nearly the same thing; antonyms mean the opposite. example: accelerate and quicken are synonyms
accelerate and decelerate are antonyms write a word that is a synonym for the underlined word in each
sentence. if you do not know a synonym, consult a reference source, such as a thesaurus. 1. grade level:
grades 1 & 2 - clearwater marine aquarium - grade level: grades 1 & 2 language arts skills: synonyms and
antonyms florida sunshine state standards: grade 1: la.1.1.6.6, la.1.1.6.7 grade 2: la.2.1.6 ... their own dolphin
using the descriptions and synonyms and antonyms provided. additional activities: 1) have students design
and label a dolphin exhibit diorama out of a shoebox, string, and vocabulary builder grade 4 - essential
skills - antonyms synonyms compound words easily confused words idioms similes preﬁxes suﬃxes
essentialskills 1.800.753.3727. ... worksheet - vocabulary builder grade 4 synonyms essentialskills
1.800.753.3727 match the words in the right column with their synonyms. sum bad kid wonderful seem pair
right best strike near grade 4 reading - doe - grade 4 indiana academic standards 2014 1 grade 4 . reading .
... read and comprehend a variety of literature within a range of complexity appropriate for grades 4-5. by the
... including more complex homographs, homonyms, synonyms, antonyms, and multiple meanings. 4.rv.2.3.
standard begins at sixth grade. 4.rv.2.4. apply knowledge of word ... 5th grade opposite words/antonyms
#5 - 5th grade opposite words/antonyms #5 grade 5 vocabulary worksheet write down the word that has the
opposite meaning. 1. abnormal 2. common 3. disbelief 4. crying 5. neglectful 6. whole 7. supported 8.
limitation a. laughing b. license c. degree d. thought e. aware f. familiar g. unusual h. fought. grade success penguin random house - give your child’s grades and conﬁ dence a boost with 3rd grade vocabulary
success. ... 2 more synonyms & antonyms 9 3 homophones 17 4 homographs 25 review 33 5 melting pot 37 6
prefixes 41 7 more prefixes 49 8 suffixes 57 9 more suffixes 65 review 73 10 melting pot 77 11 roots 81
synonym and antonym analogies - the pairs of words in this analogy are antonyms. (synonyms, antonyms)
2. soft is to loud as slow is to quick. (quiet, quick, sluggish) the pairs of words in this analogy are antonyms.
(synonyms, antonyms) 3. little is to small as large is to huge. (tiny, huge, medium) the pairs of words in this
analogy are synonyms. (synonyms, antonyms) 4. antonyms, synonyms, homographs, and homophones antonyms, synonyms, homographs, and homophones antonyms: a word of opposite meaning. bad = good
pretty = ugly tall = short synonyms: one of two or more words or expressions of the same language that have
the same or nearly the same meaning in some or grades 4-6 32 multiple choice cards - afcs literacy grades 4-6 aligned with common core standard l.5 great for test prep and literacy centers. recording sheet and
answer key included 32 multiple choice cards . antonyms used in this set 1. ... synonyms, antonyms,
homographs) to better understand each of the words. vocabulary strategies toolbox - georgia
department of ... - vocabulary strategies toolbox georgia department of education july 10, 2015 page 1 of 20
... repetition of the word and its synonyms and antonyms each time a new word is added to the cluster. finally,
the students will identify a person, thing or animal that the word best fits. synonyms and antonyms
vocabulary and cloze the 1000 word ... - synonyms and antonyms vocabulary and cloze the 1000 word 11
brain boost part 1 500 cem style verbal ... canada september 2010 speaking—grades 4–6 level 1 beginning
date level 2 developing date level 3 expanding date level 4 bridging date level 5 >`oqbwqs 0]]y - mhschool
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